Automatic Component Recommendation
Reusing software components (e.g. modules or classes) improves software productivity and quality [3] . There exists a countless number of software components but developers cannot easily benefit from their reuse, since components are sometimes poorly documented and not designed for reuse.
To find reusable components satisfying certain requirements, developers often use keyword-based search systems. However, keyword-based search systems recommend components only upon an explicit developer interrogation; consequently, developers may miss a significant number of opportunities for reusing some software components.
To deal with the problem, Ye et al. proposed an automatic component recommendation system: CodeBroker [4] . Automatic component recommendation systems collect search conditions and requirements while developers edit the source code, and recommend possible reusable components without being explicitly instructed. These systems have two advantages over ordinary keyword search systems:
1. the system can recommend components even if the developer thinks there are no reusable components because it automatically searches possible reusable components;
2. the system can search components even if the developer cannot provide good search keywords because it Although there are many way to reuse software components, CodeBroker supports only the replacement of a new method with an already existing one; other ways to reuse a component are not supported by the tool. This paper proposes a new automatic component recommendation system. Our system extends CodeBroker's approach at component reuse and supports not only method replacement, but also modified component imports and code fragment copy-and-paste operations. The system uses comments and identifiers to extract developer's requirements and search conditions.
Approach
In our approach components are represented by Java classes. Recommended components are similar to those the developer is editing in the meaning of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [1] . The co-occurrence matrix between documents and words required for LSI searching is computed using components source code as documents and their characteristics as words.
Our approach is divided in two phases: index building and recommendation (see Figure 1) Indexing 2: Index Building. Firstly, the characteristic-bycomponent co-occurrence matrix is built. The (i, j) element of the matrix represents the number of occurrence for the ith characteristic in the j-th component. A row vector of the co-occurrence matrix is called component vector. Then, the dimension relative to component's characteristics is reduced and the matrix is transformed into an LSI-index.
Recommendation 1: Search Invocation. Editing operations are monitored and searches initiated at appropriate time. Specifically, searches are triggered when a statement delimiter (semicolon, brace or end-of-comment mark " * /") is typed, or when the cursor is moved out of a statement or comment after a modification.
Recommendation 2: Query Generation. A query is represented by a set of tuples < characteristic, weight >.
Characteristics are extracted from the edited source code in the way illustrated at the Indexing 1 clause. The weight is a positive real value attenuated by the characteristic's distance from the cursor, and represents the relevance of the characteristic for the search.
Recommendation 3: Components Search. The index is used to search components matching the query previously built, and the results are presented to the developer. Firstly, the query is transformed into a pseudo-component vector, a sequence of the query's weights in the same order of the component vector; the weight value of characteristics not present in the query is zero. Then, the several components are presented to the developer in descendant order of their cosine similarity value to the pseudo-component vector.
Tool Implementation
This section describes A-SCORE (Automatic Software Component Recommendation Environment), the tool implementing our approach.
A-SCORE is structured as a client-server system: the server is implemented as a web service and the client is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in. The elements in Figure 1 from Source code of components to Search Components are implemented in the server, and the rest in the client. 
